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RESTAURANT

SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS

Menu engineering

Look through our menu
and choose the software
that’s best for you

Dining room organization
Reservation and take away management

Zucchetti Horeca offer for the restaurant sector covers every

Orders and order advancement status

activity in the food and beverage compartment, fulfills every

Pantry management

operative need, and simplifies and speeds up typical

Management of prices
and raw material costs

procedures in each business. Choosing Zucchetti restaurant

Payments

decades of experience in the ERP area and on tools that will

Differentiation of service periods

allow you to have a complete overview of processes and

Management of Ticket coupons,
vouchers and all forms of promotion

where improvements must be made and to highlight the

Offers and loyalty plans
Reports and statistics

solutions will allow you to interact with a supplier that has

results at any time. We will also help you to better understand
business strengths in the best way. The many functions
available enable you to manage all ordinary and extraordinary
daily activities, from table organization to drawing up reports
and managing orders, all in digital format and using
automated processes to their fullest potential.
The combination of Zucchetti software and innovative
hardware products like multi-functional POS units, self-service
cash register barriers, systems for eliminating lines, and
automatic distributors to improve location management
reduces wastes of time and money while guaranteeing better
service for your customers!

www.zucchetti.com/horeca
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A SOFTWARE FOR EVERYONE
Bars, ice cream shops, take away and pizza
places, self-service and regular restaurants:
no matter the type of business you manage,
Zucchetti is ready to digitalize each process
of your activity.
The perfect recipe for all restaurants does
not exist, and with Zucchetti you have a
unique possibility to personalize the
software to fit your needs and have it evolve
over time as your business grows to include
only the functions that are most important
for you.
Simple installation and use combine with the
possibility of using the software with
different devices and operating systems
through optimized graphic interfaces for a
complete user experience that adapts to any
platform.

SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

FROM RESERVATIONS TO THE
BILL, FROM PANTRY
MANAGEMENT TO ACCOUNTING
A single software manages the entire
business: follow the order process and send
it on to the dining room, bar and kitchen,
monitor order advancement status, organize
employees, manage cash registers and
payments, check reservations, personalize
articles and menus, close bills, interface
directly with the bank POS device, simplify
the administrative management, plan
logistics and pantry management, coordinate marketing activities, read statistics in
real time and elaborate personalized
reports.
The integration with Zucchetti management
products can satisfy the different organizational, administrative and accounting needs
by aggregating data from different sources
and immediately using the information for
any management need.

Can a management software improve
customer satisfaction? It certainly can!
Here's how...
Zucchetti Horeca software simplifies and
improves customer management from the
time reservations are made, thanks to the
integration with the most modern online
reservations systems: customers can book
their own tables or order take away food
with a few clicks, and you will be able to
organize the dining room and kitchen in the
best way.
The innovative order management system
makes communication easier between the
different areas as it reduces service times
and the more common errors in taking and
managing orders, while integration with the
POS device eliminates those irritating typing
errors that can
result in unpleasant
setbacks. To enhance the relationship with
your customers, you can design and manage
promotions, discounts and loyalty plans that
will allow you to create lasting value over
time as your customers grow more loyal!

www.zucchetti.com/horeca

